This paper provides new evidence of supply side effects on corporate capital structure in China. We find that bank-dependent firms, that are large and state-owned companies in China, increase (decrease) their leverage ratios if loan supplies increase (decrease) relative to small and private firms due to their ability to access bank loans. With ability to substitute different forms of capital sources, large and state-owned firms are relatively less (more) likely to use internal funds and equity financing when bank loans are (not) available than small and private firms. During credit boom in 2009 and 2010, the large and state-owned firms increase leverage ratios by 2.26% and 2.76% more than matching firms; and small and private firms are shown to decrease leverage in this period. These findings lend support to the importance of supply side effects and bank loan segmentation on capital structure decisions.
Introduction
The finance literature indicates that market frictions and the types of available capital influence a firm's capital structure. Faulkender and Petersen (2006) indicate that firms with access to public bond market have significantly higher leverage than the firms without such access. Sufi (2007) finds that the introduction of bank loan rating allows the firms with lower credit quality to access to public debt market and increase the use of debt. Higher leverages are also found in the firms with traded CDS contracts that reduce the market friction in debt market (Saretto and Tookes, 2013) . The supply of external capital also helps to determine corporate leverage. Some studies show that exogenous shocks on the supply of capital have varying impacts on capital structure, which depend on firms' abilities to raise capital, e.g., investment-grade vs. noninvestment-grade firms, large vs. small firms, and firms with more matured debts vs. firms with less matured debts (Leary, 2009; Almeida et. al., 2009; Erel et. al., 2012) . The ability to use different forms of external financing and substitution among them are found to affect bank borrowings and corporate investment in credit contractions (Kashyap, Stein and Wilcox, 1993; Becker and Ivashina, 2014) . These studies are related to a new strand of corporate finance literature, that demonstrates that the supply of capital, debt or loans, as well as the factors from the demand side, determines corporate capital structure, due to market segmentation or frictions in substituting multiple sources of capital (see the review in Graham and Leary (2011) ). Kahle and Stulz (2013) explore the impacts of supply (lending or credit) shock and demand shock on corporate policies in 2007 credit crisis. The supply shock channels indicate that the firms that rely on bank loan or credit would have to reduce debt issuance and capital expenditure during the 2007 credit crisis because the crisis results in a credit contraction. 4 Inconsistent with prior literature, they show that bank-dependent firms do not have more decreases in net debt issuance or capital expenditure, which question the role of bank lending supply in corporate policies. The possible reasons could be that the bank loans have become less important funding source and firms may have multiple methods to obtain financing other than loans in US.
Whether the lending/credit supplies determine capital structure is still debatable. In this study, we examine this question in the emerging capital market of China for several reasons.
First, the banking system in China is often the sole and most important external financing source for companies, as non-bank financings are relatively rare due to the immature capital market. Equity issues (as well as bond issues) are subject to strict quotas set by the regulator, the China Securities Regulatory Commission (the CSRC), and in some years the quota is zero thus closing down the IPO market and even the market for secondary offerings. Second, the banking system is controlled by the government and is used as a policy tool for addressing national and social priorities. Furthermore, access to credit may be determined by political considerations and connections rather than determined on a commercial basis. Many studies show that big and state-owned firms have priority to access to bank loan (a recent observation is from Martin (2012) ); while small and private firms are restricted to access to bank loan.
The market segmentations in China provide opportunities to observe how the shock in bank loan supply, as supply side factor, affects corporate capital structure of different firms depending on their access to bank financing. Third, monetary policy and bank loan supply are frequently adopted to stimulate economic growth in emerging countries. A recent phenomenon is the significant credit growth since 2008 in large emerging markets like India, China, Turkey and Brazil (Onaran, 2013) . In China, the supply of bank loans substantially increased in 2009 and 2010 following an expansionary monetary policy. The consequences of bank loan supply shock on corporate financial policies in different groups of firms are 5 unknown. For these reasons, we believe that the evidences from emerging markets can make contribution to current corporate finance literature in bank lending shock.
In this paper, we explore the role of bank lending shock as supply side effect in capital structure among different groups of firms in China. Our study has several objectives. First, we investigate the impacts of loan supply shocks on the leverage ratios of listed Chinese firms that have ability to access to bank loan or have been restricted to loans. Second, since the bank loan is the most important external financing and some firms are able to use such capital, we study the substitutions from internal funds/equity financing to bank financing due to changes in the bank loan supply in China's listed companies. Third, similar to the studies on 2007 credit crisis (for example, Kahle and Stulz, 2013) , we use a special event/period, the credit boom from the last quarter of 2008 to 2010, to examine the importance of access to bank loan and the lending supply shock.
From prior literature, the intuitions behind the view of supply side effect are follows.
First, there are some firms that are restricted to public debt market due to information asymmetry or others, and have to rely more on bank lending/credit (impaired access to capital and bank-dependent). Second, these companies, normally small or unrated firms (Leary, 2009; Kahle and Stulz, 2013) , are unable to substitute bank lending from other external financing sources. Thus if bank loan supply increases (decreases), they will obtain more (less) loans and increase (decrease) leverages. In the contrary, large firms and firms with higher credit quality or credit ratings are not sensitive to bank loan supply because they can use other external funds if bank loan supply is not available. Unlike the studies in US context, our groups of bank-dependent firms are not the firms with impaired access to capital market or small firms. In this paper, the "bank-dependent" firms are large firms and state-owned firms, as state-owned banks have preferential treatment on these firms. These firms have advantage to access to bank loan. Small and private (not owned by state) firms are the groups of firms 6 that have impaired access to bank loan (capital in China's market). Similar to the logics in previous studies in US, we expect that bank lending shock would generate more impacts on bank-dependent firms (large and state-owned firms in this study) than the firms with impaired access to loan (small and private firms).
The findings in this paper can be summarized as follows. First, large and state-owned firms have a larger (smaller) increase in corporate leverage when bank loans are expanded (contracted) than small and private firms. The reason is that these firms can access to bank loan and rely more on bank loan. Small and private firms are restricted to loan market and thus not sensitive to bank supply shock. Our findings are opposite to the findings of Leary (2009) that large U.S. firms are less bank-dependent because of the availability of public debt whereas in our study, large firms in China are more bank-dependent and bank loans are the most important external source of financing. The difference in findings may be due to different market segmentations as a large U.S. (small) firm is able (unable) to substitute bank loans with public debt and in China large (small) firm is able (unable) to substitute internal funds/equity financing with bank loans. Second, we test the financing choice and the substitute between internal funds, bank loans and equity financing. We find that large and state-owned firms tend to use less (more) internal funds and equity financing when bank loan supply increases (decreases) than small and private firms. This is due to the preferential treatment given to large and state-owned firms in China's banking system, which allows these firms to rely less on internal funds and equity financing. Small and state-owned firms, however, cannot substitute other financings by bank loans. Third, using the event of credit boom between 2008Q4 and 2010Q4 in China, we find that large and state-owned firms increase leverage ratios by 2.26% and 2.76% more than matching firms during the credit boom periods. The leverage ratios decrease more in small and private firms than matching firms. State-owned firms are found to receive more bank loans by 1.94% (quarterly basis) 7 than matching firms. This paper makes several contributions to the current literature. First, it supports the predictions of supply side impacts on capital structure in a developing country. Unlike US corporations that have the flexibility to switch among different forms of external financing, China's listed companies with access to bank loans significantly increase corporate leverage when loan supply increases. Second, our paper is the first paper to explore the impacts of bank loan supply and access to bank loans on financing choices between internal funds and external financing in China. We find that an increase in bank loan supply reduces the probability of using internal funds in large and state-owned companies, which supports the supply side effects of bank financing. Finally, our empirical findings support the claims in the report on China's banking system from the Congressional Research Service that China's banks give preferential treatment in lending to selected companies, usually large, state-owned and historically served firms (Martin, 2012) . The stimulus program from late 2008 lends more support to these companies than to small and medium firms, despite the government's avowed intent to help small and medium sized firms. This paper is structured as follows. The next section presents the literature review and, and gives a background on credit expansion in China. The third section introduces the hypotheses development, data, variables and methodologies. Empirical results and associated discussions are presented in section 4. The final section concludes the paper.
Background, Literature Review and Hypotheses Development

Institutional Background
The banking system in China has experienced significant reforms since 1978. A recent second, the CEOs and directors in these banks are still assigned by the central government;
and third, the central bank in China can regulate the operations, loans supply and services of these banks through multiple channels and determine the quotas and interest rate of lending.
There is an ongoing debate on whether the banks should continue to be used to implement policies set by central government or whether they should operate based on commercial principles (Martin, 2012 The credit boom may affect the capital structure of firms in China; however, the impacts are not clear. Some reports show that only 10 percent of the massive increased bank lending flowed to smaller firms (Leow, 2009; The Economist, 2009 ). Yet Lardy (2012) argued that at the aggregate bank lending level, household businesses, small size, and medium size firms can obtain more loans than large firms in 2009 and 2010; and the growths of loans to small and medium firms are much higher than the growth in lending to large firms (See Figure 1 in Lardy, 2012) . The debate is related to the firm's ability to access to bank loan in credit boom:
if the large and state-owned firms are still bank-dependent and maintain priority to loans, then the credit boom would lead to more loan financing and higher leverage in the these firm;
one the other hand, the small and private firms may have relatively more borrowings from banks during credit boom if the access restriction is removed. We solve the debate by conducting matching approach of Abadie and Imbens (2006) and investigating corporate financial policies in credit boom for groups of large firms, small firms, state-owned firms and 10 private firms, following the literature in credit supply side and capital structure. Our study of China's companies provides new evidence on the supply side impacts and on which firms are benefited in credit boom.
Literature Review
Faulkender and Petersen (2006, Page 46) examine the intuition that "the variables that measure the constraints on a firm's ability to increase its leverage (the supply side)" are also related to corporate capital structure. They use the presence of a credit rating to measure the access to the public debt market. Having a credit rating may help a firm to obtain more capital or cheaper capital from the public market, while a firm with limited access to public capital markets (firms that are riskier, smaller and less well known) has to rely on capital from financial intermediaries and to incur additional costs in borrowing due to the needs of increased monitoring. Their results indicate that the firms with a credit rating have a 35%
larger leverage than the firms without a credit rating after controlling for the corporate variables that may determine capital structure. Those firms without a credit rating have to borrow from financial intermediaries, which the information asymmetry and the cost of monitoring would increase the cost of debt capital and ration the credit quantity. Sufi (2009) investigates the effects of the introduction of bank loan ratings, which reduces the monitoring and certification costs of raising debt financing. The empirical results
show that the introduction of bank loan ratings increases the use of debt financing and leads to more asset growth and investment, especially for the firms without a high credit quality and rating before. Similarly, Saretto and Tooke (2013) find a positive relationship between the existence of CDS trading on the firm and its leverage. The trading of CDS reduces the market friction of debt financing because a capital supplier may use CDS to reduce its regulatory capital requirement and mitigate portfolio risk and credit risk, which increases debt supply. Thus, the increase of debt supply allows firms to have larger leverage.
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Other studies have explored the impacts of external shocks on capital supply in addition to a firm's ability to access external capital. Leary (2009) argues that large firms, which are relatively transparent and less informationally opaque, are able to access private debt and equity, leading to a lower impact from loan supply shocks. He uses two events, the 1961 emergence of the market for certificates of deposit and the 1966 Credit Crunch, to investigate the impacts of bank loan shocks on capital structure. The firm's characteristics (small or large;
bank-dependent or non bank-dependent) that are related to informational asymmetry and transaction costs in financing, along with the supply of bank loans, determine the amounts of debt that a firm may use in a specific period. The increases (decreases) of leverage in small and bank-dependent firms are more significant for positive (negative) loan supply shocks than for large firms with access to public capital markets. The empirical results confirm the role of credit supply in capital structure. The macroeconomic conditions are found to affect a firm's capital raising decisions in Erel, Julio, Kim and Weisbach (2011) . They find that lower-rated, non investment-grade firms have a lower probability to raise capital when the overall market turns worse, but the poor macroeconomic conditions do not affect the financing ability of higher-rated firms.
The availability of external financing can also influence corporate real outcomes like investment. Almeida, Campello, Laranjeira, and Weisbenner (2011) find that the firms with large portions of long term debt after the 2007 financial crisis have to reduce their investment.
Lemmon and Roberts (2010) examine three events that cause a reduction in capital availability to non-investment grade firms, and test the impacts of capital availability on corporate financing patterns. The net security issuance and corporate investment are found to decrease in below investment grade firms after these events. Overall, they confirm that the exogenous shocks in the supply of capital have significant impacts on corporate behavior including financial and investment decisions. In contrary, Kahle and Stulz (2013) find that 12 bank-dependent firms do not have more decrease in corporate investment and net debt issuance than matching firms during the 2007 financial crisis. They question the view that bank lending supply determines corporate investment and financial policies. We will adopt similar approach to exam this view in the context of credit boom in China.
Data, Methods, Models and Variables
Hypotheses Development
In contrast to the studies of Faulkender and Peterson (2005) , Leary (2009) and Kahle and Stulz (2013) , large (and state-owned) firms in China are bank dependent due to the lack of public capital and preferential lower interest rates charged by state-owned banks at least before the recent banking reforms (Song, 2005; Ferri and Liu, 2010) . Small and private firms are still limited in their access to bank lending because of information asymmetry (Firth, Lin, Liu and Wong, 2009 ). The state-owned banks choose what they perceive to be more reliable and better supported companies as clients, i.e., those that are large and state-owned. These companies are hence more sensitive to the exogenous shocks of bank loan supply. The prediction can be expressed in following hypothesis.
H1. Given other conditions equal, large and state-owned firms have relatively larger increases in debt (decreases) when the bank loan supplies are increased (decreased).
We also examine financing patterns and capital substitutions between internal financing and external financing that are affected by bank loan supply as previous studies show that the firms with impaired access to capital may not be able to substitute the bank loan with other source of financing and would be impacted more by bank loan shock. As mentioned before, a bank loan is the most important external financing source in many Chinese companies. With limited access to bank loans, internal funds/equity financing should be more important for 13 small and private firms (Guariglia, Liu and Song, 2011; Ding, Guariglia and Knight, 2013) .
Large and state-owned firms will turn to bank loan financing and use less internal funds or external equity financing if the bank loans are cheaper and easier to obtain in credit expansion periods. The increase (decrease) of bank loan supply will cause these firms less (more) likely to use internal funds or equity funds than small and private firms, while small and private firms have to rely on internal funds or equity funds both in credit expansion and contraction periods because they are rationed in the bank loan market. We expect that small and private firms will have to choose internal or equity funds as their preferred financing choice, while large and state-owned firm will take bank loans as their preferred choice. These financing patterns should be exaggerated when the supply of bank loans increases. We develop the following hypothesis.
H2. Given other conditions equal, large and state-owned firms are less (more) likely to use internal funds or equity funds than small and private firms when bank loan supplies increase (decrease).
Similar to previous studies in the events of credit boom and contraction, and 2007 credit crisis, we use the event of credit expansion of 2008-2010 in China to explore different financing patterns. Unlike the findings of Leary (2009), we expect that large firm and state-owned firm would obtain more loans during credit boom than small and private firms.
H3. Given other condition equal, large and state-owned firms have larger increase in corporate leverage and loan financing during credit boom (2008Q4-2010Q4) than
small and private firms.
Key Variables, Methods and Models
We use two approaches to test our hypotheses. The first approach is to use multivariate regression similar to previous studies (Faulkender and Peterson, 2006; Leary, 2009; Duchih, Ozbas and Sensoy, 2010) , in which the key variables are dummy variable of access to bank 14 loans and the interaction terms of access to bank loans and bank loan supply. The other is the matching approach of Abadie and Imbens (2006) , which is used to estimate the impacts of credit crisis on corporate policies in treated and control groups (Almeida, Campello, Laranjeira and Weisbenner, 2012; Kahle and Stulz, 2013) . The first approach is used to test hypothesis one and two; and the second is to investigate the hypothesis three.
In first approach, we use two dummy variables to measure whether a firm has access to bank loans based on firm size and state ownership. Many studies show that firm size is a key factor to determine whether a company can access capital markets and bank financing.
Previous studies also indicate state-owned companies have priority in obtaining bank loans in China. Following the approach of Leary (2009) We use three variables to measure the exogenous supply of bank loans, LOANGDP and LNLOAN, which are bank loans over GDP ratio and the log value of quarterly bank loans taken directly from the macroeconomic data provided by the People's Bank of China. These two variables are constructed to measure credit cycle in the studies of Schularick and Taylor (2012) and Aikman, Haldane and Nelson (2014) . We also create a variable to measure the shocks of bank loan supply similar to Kashyap and Stein (2000) , Campello (2003) , and Almeida, Campello and Weisbach (2004) . The variable RESLOAN is calculated from the residual of an autoregressive-moving-average model of log quarterly bank loans on three lags of the same quarter's bank loans.
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The variables of interest in the first approach are the interaction terms of access variables and macroeconomic bank loan variables. Similar to the papers of Faulkender and Peterson (2006) and Leary (2009) , our paper includes the variables of access to bank loans and the above interaction variables to test hypotheses H1 and H2. Variables from the demand side are also incorporated in the tests. The base regression function for leverage is,
The interaction term is expected to have positive coefficients according to H1. The term is dummy variable ACCESS multiplied by the bank loan supply. Control variables X are corporate variables from the demand side including market to book value (MTBV; a negative sign is expected), firm size (LNTA; positive), tangibility (TANG; positive), and profitability (PROFIT; negative)(see the discussions in Frank and Goyal, 2009 ). We also include state ownership (STATESHARE) as a control variable as many studies have shown that state ownership is an important factor in the capital structure decisions of Chinese companies (Qian, Tian and Wirjanto, 2009; Li, Yue and Zhao, 2009) . The variable ν is the fixed effect for industry 4 . The variable Q is the industry-quarter fixed effect.
The second hypothesis involves financing patterns in different groups of companies in China. We expect that the companies with limited access to bank loans will rely on internal funds (or equity financing) more heavily. We also predict that an exogenous shock in bank loans will have different impacts on the companies with full and with limited access to bank loans. A multinomial logit model similar to Denis and Mihov (2003) , Korajczyk and Levy (2003) , and Leary (2009) is employed to explore this financing pattern. The dependent variable FINCHOICE has a value of zero for internal funds, one for net borrowing and two for net equity financing 5 . The internal funds are the sum of net income and depreciation in the 4 We also run the regressions in fixed effect by firms. The results still hold. 5 The cash flow statements of Chinese listed companies report cash received from and paid for borrowings, 16 company. Net borrowing is the proceeds from borrowing net of cash repayment of amounts borrowed. Net equity financing is cash received from investment including the proceeds from equity minus cash paid for dividends. The multinomial logit models for H2 have similar forms to Equations (1) and (2). (2) We use the event of credit boom and employ a matching approach to test H3, similar to Almeida, Campello, Laranjera and Weisbenner (2012) and Kahle and Stulz (2013) . Weisbenner (2012) and Kahle and Stulz (2013) . The changes of leverage ratio and loan borrowing in treatment groups due to credit boom are estimated and compared with the changes in control groups. The hypothesis three is confirmed if the treatment groups of large investment (including equity and bond issuance) and other proceeds from financing activities. Thus, we can precisely know the amount of capital from each source. The dependent variable is measured by the financing choice in a firm that has been used most in the quarter.
firms and state-owned firms show more increases in leverage and loan financing than control firms due to credit boom.
Sample and Data Source
The The definitions and data sources of variables are given in Appendix 2.
[Insert Appendix 2 Here] [Insert Table 2 Here]
Results and Discussions
Summary Statistics
The control variables have the expected coefficient signs in accordance with capital structure theory. The variables of market to book value, profitability ratio, and internal funds have negative and very significant coefficients (in almost all regressions in the tables),
indicating that firms with high growth opportunities, large profits and sufficient internal funds would choose lower leverages. Firm size is positively related to corporate leverages, which are also similar to previous findings of capital structure decisions in the US market.
Intuitively, large state ownership may indicate that the firm has political connections to state-owned banks, which may result in high leverage. However, the existing empirical results are mixed. Huang and Song (2006) The key variables in this paper are the interaction terms between the access to bank loan and macroeconomic variables of bank loan supply. H1 predicts that corporate leverages increase more for firms that are able to use bank loans when the supply of the bank loans increase. We use two variables to measure the accessibility (size and state ownership) and report the results in Panel A and B respectively. In Panel A, the coefficients on the interaction terms are all positive and very significant (at the 1% level). This indicates that when the central government decided to release more bank loans, the larger companies have priority in obtaining such bank loans and hence increase leverage more. The results for the measures of accessibility by state ownership are similar, except that in model 3 of Panel B, the coefficient of interaction term is positive but non-significant. We confirm that large and state-owned firms have priority in accessing bank loans, especially when the supply of bank loans increases. These results are not surprising as many studies in China economy have revealed similar findings, but our results make contributions to existing literature in supply side effects on capital structure. We support the view that bank lending shock is first-order determinant factor in capital structure, given the unique capital market in China.
Bank Loan Supply and Financing Choice
The most important external financing in China is the borrowings from banks and other financial institutions. The other external funds include the equity issuance, bond issuance and financing from other activities. The funds from bond issuance and other activities are very few, approximately 0% and 0.5% of total assets. So we focus on the three sources of funds:
internal funds, borrowings and equity issuance. Similar to the studies of Leary (2009) and Korajczyk and Levy (2003) , we study the impact of bank lending supply on financing choices 20 using the multinomial logistic regressions. We sort firm financings into three categories:
internal funds, net funds from borrowings (borrowings net of principal repayments), and net funds from equity (proceedings from equity issuance net of payment of dividends). The dependent variable FINCHOICE is equal to 0 if internal funds dominate the other two forms, 1 if borrowings dominate, and 2 if funds from equity issuance dominate. The choice of borrowings (group 1) is taken as omitted group in the regressions. The negative coefficients on the interaction terms of access to bank loans and the supply of bank loans confirm hypothesis H2. Table 3 reports the regression results for financing choices.
[Insert Table 3 Here]
The primary variable in Table 3 is the interaction variables between the access dummy (by size and state ownership) and the variables of bank loan supply. Similar to Table 2, They are able to switch financing sources between internal funds, equity financing and bank loans. In contrast, small and private firms would have to use internal funds or equity financing because of the restrictions on who obtains bank loans. Overall, these results confirm that firms with access to bank loans are more likely to use bank loans and less likely to use internal funds or equity financing with the increase of bank loan supply. They also support the view that bank lending shocks influence corporate financing choices as bank lending can be used to substitute internal funds and funds from equity financing in some firms with access to bank lending.
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There are some differences between our findings and previous studies in US. Leary (2009) finds that small firms (without access to public debt market; more bank-dependent) would use less internal funds and equity financing during credit expansion periods because they can use more bank loans. The logic is that bank-dependent firms would employ more bank loans and fewer sources other than bank loan when the bank loan supply increases. In this sense, our findings are similar to his. The large and state-owned firms in China are more bank-dependent and thus use bank lending to substitute other sources in credit booms.
Credit Boom and Corporate Financing Decisions
In this section, we test the third hypothesis by the event of credit boom from 2008Q4 to 2010Q4 in China. The bank-dependent firms will have more increases in leverage ratios and loan financings during loan boom periods according to the supply side view. We use two methods to explore the third hypothesis, by regressions with interaction terms of dummy variables for bank-dependent firms and credit boom periods (Leary, 2009; Duchin, Ozbas and Sensoy, 2010) , and by matching approach (Almeida, Campello, Laranjeira and Weisbenner, 2011; and Kahle and Stulz, 2013) . [Insert Table 4 Here]
The regression results are presented in Table 4 . As expected, large firms and state-owned firms have 2.7% and 4.1% more increases in leverage due to credit boom than small and private firms. The coefficients for interaction terms in leverage regressions are significant at least at 5% level. Model 3 and 4 in this table show that the increases of funds from 22 borrowings in credit boom in large and state-owned firms are 0.8% and 1.9% of total assets more than the increases in small and state-owned firms, although the coefficient in Model 3 is not significant.
The alternative method is matching approach of Abadie and Imbens (2006) . By employing this approach, we need to construct treatment groups and find the matching firms in non-treatment groups. The methods of determining treatment groups and identifying control groups are introduced above, similar to Almeida, Campello, Laranjeira and
Weisbenner (2011), and Kahle and Stulz (2013) . We calculate the changes of leverage ratio [Insert Table 5 Here] Table 5 reports the estimators for quarterly leverage ratios before and during credit boom. Column 1 shows that the average quarterly leverage ratios in whole sample significantly increase during the credit boom, the first year of credit and the first quarter of 2009. When comes to treatment group, we find that large firms and state-owned firms increase leverage by 2.88% and 2.36% in whole credit boom period in comparison with the leverages in pre-boom periods. The leverage ratios in these two groups are also increased We can find that the increases in leverage ratios in the control groups are significantly less than the increases in treatment groups of large and state-owned firms in the whole credit boom period. DID and ATT estimators are significant at least at 5% level.
According to ATT estimators, during credit boom the large and state-owned firms have 2.26% and 2.76% more increases in leverage than their matching firms. However, the small and private firms decrease leverage ratios in comparison with matching firms during credit boom.
Especially, private firms significantly lower down leverage by 1.63% and 1.24% by DID and ATT estimations. Similar patterns can be seen in the first year of credit boom and 2009Q1.
We can conclude that credit boom plays significantly role in capital structure in the firms that are more bank-dependent or able to access to bank loans, but it has no significant impact or even negative impact on the firms without access to bank loans.
[Insert Table 6 Here]
We conduct the same tests for the borrowings ratio before and during credit boom periods. Panel A of Table 6 shows that during the credit boom periods, the borrowings ratios increase 0.79%, 1.55% and 1.67% of total assets for the firms in whole sample, large firms group and state-owned firms group. The borrowings ratios also increase slightly in small firms and private firms with 0.73% and 0.06% respectively during credit boom. Panel B
shows DID and ATT estimators for the treatment groups. State-owned firms have significant increases in loan financing by both DID and ATT estimations in whole credit boom period, first year of credit period and 2009Q1. Within the whole credit boom period, bank lending given to state-owned firms over total assets is 1.94% higher than the ratio of matching firms.
Large firms have more increase in borrowings than matching firms in whole credit boom.
However, the matching results indicate that large firms actually decrease borrowings more 24 than matching firms in the first year of credit boom and 2009Q1. The DID and ATT estimators for small firms and private firms are negative or not significant, indicating that the impacts of credit boom are trivial or negative.
Overall, we confirm that the positive shock in credit supply play significant and positive role in financial policies of large and state-owned firms. The reason is that these firms obtain the ability to access to bank loan in China's banking system. The small and private firms, however, are not affected or negatively affected by the credit boom. Our results support the view that credit supply shock is a determinant factor in financial decisions in an emerging capital market.
Conclusions
In this paper, we explore the question whether bank lending shock affect capital structure and financing choices in China's listed companies. Macroeconomic changes in bank loans and credit expansion from 2008 are used to test our predictions. We find that bank loan shocks significantly affect corporate leverage if the firms can access to banking system.
Firms with the ability to obtain bank loans have larger increases in leverage ratios than firms restricted to banking if the bank loan supply increases. These results are similar to previous studies in supporting the view of credit supply impacts on corporate financial and investment policies. A significant difference in our studies is that bank-dependent firms are large and state-owned firms that have accessibility to bank loans.
Next, we find that the credit supply cycle and access to bank loans also influence financing choices of listed companies in China. Firms with access to bank loans are less likely to use internal funds/equity financing and are more sensitive to the changes in bank loans. In contrast, firms that have restricted access to the loan markets have to rely more on internal funds and are not able to switch to loan financing even in credit expansion periods.
We also find that large and state-owned firms increase leverage and loan financing more than 25 matching firms in credit boom. The small and private firms have opposite results in these financing policies
Overall, these results suggest that bank lending plays significant role in determining corporate capital structure in China. They lend support to supply side view. These findings also have important policy implications for the reforms of the banking system in China. The monetary policy in China may have little impact on helping small and private firms as long as the market segmentations exist. (2012) and Kahle and Stulz (2013) . DID is the traditional difference-in-difference estimator. ATT is the Abadie-imbens bias-corrected average treated effect on the treatment group. ***, **, and * are 1%, 5%, and 10% significance levels by heteroskedasticity-consistent standard errors, respectively. (2004) is employed to match the firms in these four treatment groups with non-treatment firms in data sample on 2008Q3. The variables in the matching are market-to-book ratio, cash flow, cash holdings, size, leverage ratio, state ownership, and industrial classification code, following the studies of Almeida, Campello, Laranjera and Weisbenner (2012) and Kahle and Stulz (2013) . DID is the traditional difference-in-difference estimator. ATT is the Abadie-imbens bias-corrected average treated effect on the treatment group. ***, **, and * are 1%, 5%, and 10% significance levels by heteroskedasticity-consistent standard errors, respectively. 
